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26Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) is an increasingly popular approach for characterizing the information
27present in neural activity as measured by fMRI. For neuroimaging researchers, the searchlight technique
28serves as the most intuitively appealing means of implementing MVPA with fMRI data. However, searchlight
29approaches carry with them a number of special concerns and limitations that can lead to serious interpreta-
30tion errors in practice, such as misidentifying a cluster as informative, or failing to detect truly informative
31voxels. Here we describe how such distorted results can occur, using both schematic illustrations and exam-
32ples from actual fMRI datasets. We recommend that confirmatory and sensitivity tests, such as the ones pre-
33scribed here, should be considered a necessary stage of searchlight analysis interpretation, and that their
34adoption will allow the full potential of searchlight analysis to be realized.
35© 2013 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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3940 Introduction

41 Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) of functional MRI (fMRI) data
42 has grown steadily since its beginnings in 2001(Haxby, 2012). Follow-
43 ing Raizada and Kriegeskorte (2010), we illustrate the growth of the lit-
44 erature by showing the citation rate for several key MVPA papers in
45 Fig. 1. Interest in MVPA spans disciplines. Advances have arisen from
46 synergistic interactions with the machine learning community, which
47 has developed new methods for addressing fMRI datasets and ques-
48 tions, as seen in the proliferation of relevant articles (e.g. Cuingnet
49 et al., 2011; Mitchell et al., 2004; Van De Ville and Lee, 2012) and dedi-
50 cated conference workshops (e.g. the International Conference on Pat-
51 tern Recognition, NIPS, Cosyne, etc.). Interest in the cognitive
52 neuroscience applications of MVPA is just as great (e.g. Heinzle et al.,
53 2012; Tong and Pratte, 2012; Yang et al., 2012). The growing popularity
54 of MVPA within neuroimaging has been driven by multiple factors, in-
55 cluding: a) suggestions that it provides greater sensitivity and specific-
56 ity than mass-univariate analyses with generally complementary
57 results (Haynes and Rees, 2005; Jimura and Poldrack, 2012; Kamitani
58 and Tong, 2005); b) the possibility of designing tests to address hypoth-
59 eses which cannot be addressed with mass-univariate methods (e.g.
60 Knops et al., 2009; Quadflieg et al., 2011; Stokes et al., 2009); and c)
61 the intuitive appeal of a method which incorporates the signal from
62 multiple voxels at once.

63Searchlight analysis (also called information mapping) is an MVPA
64method introduced as a technique for identifying locally informative
65areas with greater power and flexibility than mass-univariate analyses
66(Kriegeskorte and Bandettini, 2007a; Kriegeskorte et al., 2006). Search-
67light approaches are relatively unique, in that theywere developed spe-
68cifically for fMRI analysis, addressing both the common localization goal
69(many fMRI studies aim to identify small brain areas) and the spatial
70structure of the BOLD signal (adjacent voxels tend to have similar acti-
71vation timecourses). Searchlight analysis produces maps by measuring
72the information in small spherical subsets (“searchlights”) centered on
73every voxel; the map value for each voxel thus derives from the infor-
74mation present in its searchlight, not the voxel individually. Note that
75the word “information” is not used here in its formal sense (as in the
76field of information theory), but rather following its conventional use
77in theMVPA application literature. Specifically, we use theword “infor-
78mation” to indicate that the activity in a group of voxels varies consis-
79tently with experimental condition: a highly informative voxel cluster
80can be used to identify experimental condition more accurately than a
81weakly informative one.
82Appealing aspects of searchlight analysis include itswhole-brain ap-
83proach (i.e., a priori region specification is not needed), the ability to
84pool over subject-specific activation patterns, and its minimization of
85the extremes of the curse of dimensionality associated with whole-
86brain MVPA (the “curse” refers to computational difficulties which can
87occur when there are more voxels than examples, see (Clarke et al.,
882008; Jain et al., 2000); it is minimized in searchlight analysis since rel-
89atively few voxels are typically included in each searchlight). Addition-
90ally, searchlight analysis produces a whole-brain results map that is
91superficially similar in appearance to the whole-brain significance
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92 maps produced by more familiar mass-univariate analyses (based on
93 the general linear model); thus, searchlight analysis results are poten-
94 tially easier to interpret. These appealing aspects, plus promising early
95 results, have led to a rapid increase in the number of studies using
96 searchlight analyses (note the rapid rise in citations for Kriegeskorte
97 et al., 2006 in Fig. 1, particularly in the last few years). Its acceptance
98 as a standard approach is reflected in its inclusion in recent MVPA re-
99 view and methodology articles (e.g. Bandettini, 2009; Mourao-
100 Miranda et al., 2006; Raizada and Kriegeskorte, 2010; Tong and Pratte,
101 2012), as well as in the most prominent MVPA software packages
102 (BrainVoyager QX 2.0, the Princeton MVPA Toolbox, PyMVPA).
103 Reflecting its potential and appeal, variations of the searchlight
104 technique have been developed. In the spatial domain, it has been ex-
105 tended to circular subsets on cortical surfaces (Chen et al., 2011;
106 Oosterhof et al., 2010, 2011), rather than the original volumetric
107 spheres. Efforts have also beenmade to extend the technique to incor-
108 porate the temporal domain (Fogelson et al., 2011; Rao et al., 2011).
109 The first searchlight analyses used the Mahalanobis distance as the
110 similarity measure for information mapping, but a widely adopted
111 variation is to use machine learning algorithms, often support vector
112 machines (SVMs), instead (Haynes et al., 2007; Kriegeskorte and
113 Bandettini, 2007b). In these approaches, generalization accuracy of
114 the classifier is used as a proxy for information content. Group analysis
115 is usually performed by combining individual subject's maps with a
116 binomial or t-test at each voxel (with the null hypothesis that the
117 group classification accuracy is at chance level), creating maps of
118 voxels with significant searchlights. Here we primarily consider
119 classification-based searchlight analysis, but much of the discussion
120 applies regardless of the precise implementation.
121 Searchlight analysis is a powerful and attractive tool for under-
122 standing neuroimaging data. However, it has particular characteris-
123 tics and limitations that can lead to serious interpretation errors in
124 practice, and so we recommend that straightforward confirmatory
125 and sensitivity tests (analogous to post-hoc tests after an ANOVA),
126 such as the ones described here, be considered a standard part of
127 the searchlight analysis procedure. In the following sections we de-
128 scribe two assumptions that often implicitly underlie the interpreta-
129 tion of searchlight analysis results. Unfortunately, as we illustrate,
130 these assumptions do not always hold, and so may lead to distorted
131 results. We then describe how confirmatory follow-up tests can be
132 used to guard against particularly harmful distortions, using two
133 hypotheses common in cognitive studies as illustrations. This manu-
134 script is accompanied by Supplemental Information containing exam-
135 ples (with code) and technical details.

136Assumption 1. Information is detected consistently.

137A fundamental aspect of fMRI is that information is not distributed
138uniformly across voxels but rather has a three-dimensional structure:
139some groups of voxels (e.g. those corresponding to a specific anatom-
140ical region) are more informative for a particular task than other
141groups of the same size. Additionally, neuroimaging data contains in-
142formation at multiple spatial frequencies (Kriegeskorte et al., 2010;
143Op de Beeck, 2010). For example, consider a cued finger-tapping
144task. The finger area of the primary motor cortex will be highly infor-
145mative at a very small spatial frequency while the premotor and so-
146matosensory cortices may be equally informative, but at a larger
147spatial frequency. The difference can be imagined as the size of box
148required to enclose the minimum set of voxels capable of task classi-
149fication: a larger box is necessary to enclose the pattern in premotor
150or somatosensory cortices than to enclose the pattern in the primary
151motor cortex.
152The distribution of information is relevant for searchlight analysis
153because interpretation of any particular map depends on whether the
154information can be detected equally across spatial frequencies. In a
155simulation designed with equal power in all spatial frequency
156bands, Kriegeskorte et al. (2006) showed that detection did not re-
157quire a close match between the size of the searchlight and the infor-
158mative area: a 4 mm radius consistently performed well. When this
159finding holds, it simplifies searchlight analysis interpretation: the
160peak areas of the map are the most informative voxels. However, if in-
161formation is not present and detected equally at all spatial frequen-
162cies, then searchlight analysis results will depend fairly strongly
163upon the searchlight size; moreover, no single searchlight radius
164will be universally optimal or sufficient.
165Additionally, although the Mahalanobis distance may be con-
166sistently sensitive to information across spatial frequency bands
167(Kriegeskorte et al., 2006), this property does not hold for all informa-
168tion measures used with searchlight analysis, especially the linear
169SVM. Training a linear SVM algorithm results in a set of weights; its
170decision function is a weighted linear combination of the voxels
171(Norman et al., 2006). Two properties of the linear SVM are particu-
172larly relevant when used in searchlight analysis: (1) It is sometimes
173able to correctly classify when the searchlight contains a small minor-
174ity of highly informative voxels (intermixed with a majority of
175uninformative voxels), and conversely, (2) It is sometimes able to
176correctly classify when the searchlight contains a large number of
177weakly informative voxels.

178Highly-informative voxels can be detected even when very rare

179Since, as described above, linear SVMs are relatively resistant to
180the curse of dimensionality (Jain et al., 2000), they can sometimes
181classify a dataset accurately even when only a tiny minority of the
182voxels are informative. The degree to which this occurs varies
183depending on dataset properties, but it happens often enough to be
184relevant in practice. For instance, Supplemental Example 4 shows
185that introducing just five informative voxels from an actual fMRI
186dataset into a group of two hundred random (uninformative) voxels
187is sufficient to shift the median accuracy of an SVM from chance to
1880.6. For an extreme example, a dataset containing a single highly in-
189formative voxel and 200 random voxels is accurately classified in
190Supplemental Example 5. Searchlight analysis generally includes
191fewer than 200 voxels in each searchlight, increasing the likelihood
192that searchlights containing a single or only a few informative voxels
193will be detected (see the “Detection of rare informative voxels” sec-
194tion of the Supplemental Information for further discussion).
195This behavior can cause distortions in a searchlight map. To illus-
196trate, suppose that a cluster of five highly informative voxels (capable
197of significant classification whenever included in a searchlight) is
198surrounded by hundreds of truly uninformative voxels. Any searchlight
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Fig. 1. Pattern-information fMRI is still a rapidly growing field, particularly searchlight
analysis (note the rapid increase in papers citing Kriegeskorte et al., 2006). This figure
follows Fig. 2 in Raizada and Kriegeskorte (2010), but uses the actual citation counts
after 2008. The number of citations for each paper and year was obtained via Scopus
(www.scopus.com) on 9 January 2013. (Carlson et al., 2003; Haxby et al., 2001; Haynes
and Rees, 2005; Kamitani and Tong, 2006; Kay et al., 2008; Mitchell et al., 2008).
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